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fntroduction

when u is known.
In our discussion we will not be interested in a detailed description of theequations. Mostly it will be satisfactory for us to know which y¿.iabl"s 

"pp"u"in an equation. This information canïe represented by structu¡al matrices.rn Figure 1.1 there is an example of a structural matrix. A symbol x in row iand column ¡ indicates that Equation i contains the variabú ai. A rpu.u ir,the position i, j indicates that 
-Equation 

i is independent of thä *riuuru ,¡jthe variable oj does not appear in the equation. sometimes when we want topoint out that a variable appears linearly we will use the symbol 1 instead ofx.

1 a

when constructing models based on physicar principles we often obtain asystem of ordinary differentiar and algebraic eqìratio*. mutn"matica[y theproblem can be formulated as

g(trùr?¡utptc) = o

whe-re ú is time, æ is a vector containing the variables which appear differenti_ated, , is a vector containing the variJres which aor,'t ufp"ar differentiated,p is a vector containing known parameters and c a vecto-r containing knownconstants.
rf we want to use such moders for simuration, we have to rely on numericalroutines in all practical cases. There are numerical sorvers available, for in_stance D-AssL, (Petzold, 1gg2). In theory it is fairþ simpre to use a nr¡:¡.ericalsolver, all you have to do is to provide a routine for caicurating the resid.ualvector

A = g(t, ùrt rurprc)
when all arguments are kn when using numericalroutines extensivel¡ it is of der and the complexityof the problem befo¡e using'When 

developing a model it is often convenient to introduce an auxiliaryvariable a to denote a complex expression that appea", i,' -"r,y praces of themodel. úr or:¡ formulation the v¿riable a will upj"u" as a component of thevector u. tr such Ð case it seems r:'wise to pass o ", .r, u¡known variable tothe numerical solver, since it is very simple to calculate when the values of theother variables are known.
rn this report we will discuss the use-of partitioning and tearing to fi:rdcomponents of the vector u that can be eliminated.
To explain the basic ideas we wil start with a simple exampre of solvinga static non-linear system ofequations

l(u) _ o

Assume that we have a numericar sorver for static non-rinear systems of equa_tions and that to use it we must provide a routine which calculates the residual

a, _ f(a)
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An example of a structura.I matrix

Figure 1.2 A BlT_partition of the example in Figure 1.1

suppose that the problem consists of n equations in n u¡knowns. Themrmber of operations required to solve a system of equations can go up very
-l"h more rapidly than linearly with the n rr.rb"" of eþation, (".g1 urir r*a full systcm of linear equations). The structural matrix is in many practical
cases sparse. This fact can be explored to reduce the effort needed to solvea problem. It is possible to partition the problem into a nr:mber of smallerproblems that can be solved in a sequen"" by p""*oting equations and. vari_ables. A useful partition is the block lower i.iuogut* färm. By block lowertriangular form we mean that above a diagonal oã rqo""" brocks all elementsare blank (zero). A BlT-partition of the example ii tr'ig..rr" 1.1 is shown inFigrrre L'2. rt has th¡ee diagonal blocks. The firsi block iåf s ize 2, thesecond
of size 1 and the third of size B. consequentl¡ this problem can be decom_posed into three smaller problems. Firstl¡ *" 

""o ,ollrr" , probrem with thetwo urknowns e and / using the Equations 5 and. 6. secondiy, when knowing
e and /, we can solve ¿ from Equation 1. Third.l¡ when knowing a, e and, f ,Equations 2 - 4 can be used to solve b, c a,^d. d. There are effi.cient proced'res
for constructing BlT-partitions with minimal diagonal blocks and it is con_
sidered to be a cheap operation. procedures are g"iven in e.g. Tarjan (Lg72)
and Wiberg (t977).

{hen using numerical methods to solve a system of equations, we must
specify the desired accuracy. It may then be difficult to explore the possibilities
of solving a nurnber of smaller problems in sequence, beioure the errors may
proPagate strangely. For example to be able to get the last variables with
desired accuracy ìMe may have to sorve the first ones with a much higher
accuracy than the desired.

However, even if we have to solve the problem as one big problem and
not as a sequence of smaller problem, the BlT-partition is usefuL. consider
the example in Figure 1.2. Focus the attention on equation 1. Assume that ø
appears linearly. rt is then simple to solve ø when elnd / areknown. Recall
that our task when using a numerical solver is to provide a routine that coutd
calculate residuals. Assume that we reformulate the problem to the numerical
solver in the following way: un-knowns are b, c, d, e ànd / and Equations are
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2 - 6. rt is then easy to calculate the residuars of Equations 2 - 6, since the
values for b, c, d, e and / are provided by the numårical solver an¿ we caneasily calculate a value for ø by using Equation 1. This y¿rue can then beused when calcurating the residuar of Equation 2. Thus, if the structure ofthe diagonal blocks is simple enough, *u .rn hide variabies interna¡y in theroutine to calculate residuals. They do not have to be passed. as u¡knowns tothe numerical solver.

W'e will already here point out that in most cases it would. not be wise toeüminate a variable a by symbolic manipulations before invoking a numerical
solver' It would make the calculation of residuals more laborioul, since then
we have to calculate a many times for each carcuration of a residual.

consider the exampre in Figure 1.2. The third diagonal block is not full,there are blank spaces. Now we rnight ask whetherï" 
".r, explore these

blanks to simplify our problem further. a BlT-partition will give no furtherimprovement, because ihe algorithm creates r -BlT-p."tition 
with minimal

blocks. However, if we knew d, and, if ô appeared rin'early in Equation 2, itwould be easy to solve for ó. This fact 
"ro b" explored. ïy formulating ihe

problem to the numerical solver as: unknowns are i,d, e and. / and Equaiions
are 3 - 6, since we can easily calculate the resid.uals oi the Equations s - o. rtis easy to calculate the residuals of the Equations 3 - 6, whÀ values for c, d,
e and / are provided. we use Equation 1 to calcuLate ø and. then Equation ito calculate ó.

hr more general terms we can say that we are dividing the variables and
equations into two sets so that it is easy to solve for the variables in the fi¡st
set if the variables of the other set is known. This kind. of partitioning is called.
tearing. The concept of tearing was developed by rron (rsol). He-used the
Greek word diakoptics for his new techniquã. Aniterativà p"ocedure to solve
the problem then just have to iterate over the va¡iables in the second set, an¿
the dimensionality of the probrem is decreased. Lr our example the first set of
"simple" problems contains the y¿riables ¿ and. ó and the Equations 1 _ 2 and
the second set contains the variables c, d, e and / and the Equations 3 - 6.

rn this report we will consider linear systems of order L or 2 as simple
problems which can be solved by the proced.ure to calculate residuals.

- Kron's technique normarly impries what we will call strong tearing: suf-
ficient elements are removed that the pieces may be sorved. i* any ordä, i.u.,
such that the structural matrix may be put into block diagonal form. Here
we will deal with weak tearing, i.e., only suffcient elements are torn so that
the remaining pieces (blocks) can be solved one at a time in some partially
ordered sequence, i.e., such that the st: uctu¡al matrix may be put inìo bloci
triangular form.

The chances of finding variables that can be eliminated. are rather high.
Many relations are very simple. We mentioned. above the ar:xiliary variables
which are used to denote a complex expression that are used. in -L'y places
of the model.

we will already here point out that there are no perfect algorithms for
tearing. The time the analysis takes must not be greater than tÀe reductionin computer time made possible by the tearing. For this reason, in most
cases an exhaustive search is not possible. Instead we will try to use heuristic
algorithms for tearing.

'We wili be interested in seeking first those tearings which will leave the
smallest blocks remaining. If it occ'rs that a teari,'g ãakes a significant de_
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crease in the size of the blocks remaining, this may be su_ffi.cient to overrid.e
m.any considerations of the d.ifficulty of solving the equations in the form re_
quired.

The report is organized as follows. In chapter 2 various algorithms for
tearing are reviewed. rn chapter B we describe how these algorithrns can be
employed in the solution of DAE-systems. chapter 4 contains some examples
and Chapte¡ g çeafnins some conclusions.
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2. Methods for tearing

We tnade a computer-based. literature search to find methods for tearing. The
result was, however, lean. rt seems as if not much attention has been paid
to tearing during the last ten yea.rs. However, the situation is changing since
tearing is useful when having access to multiprocessor systems and parallel
execution. See for instance Arioli and Duff (1988).

W'e found two interesting classes of methods for tearing. The methods of
the first class were invented by Steward. (1962, 1965, 1967). IM" will survey
these methods in Section 2.1. The other class of methods comprises the p3-
and P5-algorithms. (e.g. Duf et al, 1986). These methods are surveyed in
Section 2.2.

2.L Steward's methods

D.v. steward wrote three interesting papers on tearing. The first one (Stew-
ard, 1962) introduces some important concepts. Steward (1g05) gives an al-
gorithm and Steward (1967) gives an improved. version.

Steward (1962)

The main concern of Steward (1962) is with very large systems of algebraic
equations (linear or nonlinear) in which the m¡mber of variables appearing in
any equation is small compared to the total m¡¡rrber of variables in the system.
Such problems frequently arise in engineering as the numerical solution of a
large set of simultaneous physical and economic constraints. Compared. with
the first algorithm likely to be conceived for the solution of such a system, it
is frequently possible to make many orders of magnitude reduction in com-
puter time by fu¡ther analysis. Such reduction in computer time would make
tractable many problems presently considered intractable. However, the cost
of this analysis itself may be prohibitive.

To introduce the concept of information flow, two examples, (2.1) and
(2.2) of the solution of a set of equations are considered:

.F'r("):0
F2(a,b) = 0

F3(ô, c) = g

(2.1)

and.

fi(a'b) = g

F2(b,c): g (2'2)

-F3(ø, c) - Q

The system of equations of (2.1) would be solved as follows. Independently of
any other equations, Equation 1 can be solved for the nu¡nber represented by
¿. Once a mrmber for ¿ is available, Equation 2 rnay be solved for the m:rnber
represented by ó. With a number for ô av¿ilable, Equation 3 may be solved
for the number represented by c. Let Gro be used to represent the solution
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Figure 2.1 A sequence ofoperations which solves (2.1)

obÇ

Figure 2.2 A chaiu describing the sequence of operations in Figure 2.1

of Equation 1 for the variable a, etc. Then the above sequence of operations
may be represented in functional form as in Figure 2.1.

A sequence of substitutions and solutions is said to imply a fl.ow of infor-mation. This fl.ow of information may be d.escribed as forlows: an equation
symbol followed by a variable symbol implies the solution of that equatìon for
that variable; a variable symbor followeã by an equation symbol implies the
substitution of that vari of inform¿tion is then
described by a sequence and variable symbols
called a path. A path equation symbol will
be called a chain. For example, the chain La2bs implies that Equation 1 is
solved ror a, which is substituted in Equation 2, which is solved fìr ó, which
is substituted in Equation J. See Figure 2.2.

A vertical line from a variable to an equation represents a substitution (a
variable symbol followed by an equation symbot). A horizontal üne fro* an
equation to a variable represents a solution of that equation for that va¡iable
(a variable symbol followed by an equation symbol).

x-->

X

t,
X

-

X

r
x

1
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I

For the system of 
-eq-uations 

of (2.2), the¡e is no equation which can besolved independently of the othe¡s. i o*uu.r, the sorution ,,*y proceed eitherby the process of iteration or by the proces!¡ of elimination. Both processeswill be shown to imply the same flow of i¡formation.
For either iteration or elirnination, the first consideration is fo¡ whichvariable each equation is to be solv

variable (or dependent variable) of
of the equation are called. inpui va
equation. The list giving the output I
output set. For example, it might be appropriate to sorve Equation 1 for ó,Equation 2 fot c, and Equation g for ø, which would be described by theoutput set (tó,2cr}a).

A:l output set must be such that:
1. Each equation has exactly one output variable
2' Each 

'ariabre 
appears as the output variable of exactry one equation

An equation may contain some variables for which it cannot be solved
'niquely, 

and- there may exist a n'rrrber of possible ouþut sets meeting theabove requirement¡. Any output set for which each of tïe equations can besolved for the required output v¿riable is called an admissible output set. If asystem of equations is to be solved, then there must be at reast one admissibleoutput set. Fo¡ much of the work, any output set will su.ffi.ce, provided thereexists an admissible output set.
rn (2'2), either (1ó, 2c,Ba) 

.or (7a,2b,Bc) constitutes a varid output set. Toproceed with the illustration, (Lb,'2c,3a) is arbitrarily 
"ho."o. 

This output setimplies that

G¡(a):6
G2"(b) = c (2.3)
Gs"(c) - a

be used to s

begins with
- 0. Using
resented by

is subsrirured. inro 
"n",å'Jt:î"?;by a, (3a), which is substituted'b;ck

considered here whether the iteration
the chain tb2cïal, may be represented,

Let the same output set, (1ó,
by elimination. Equation 1 is soi
is, in turn, substituted for ó into E
an expression in ø. Thus, ó has be
Now this
eliminates 

d for c into Equati-on B, (cJ), which

may be so ,l1l:ïår#i:.îff'",,_T;i:1i:ï
substituted for ¿ into Equation 1, (ø1), to solve for the number representedby ó, which is, in turn, substituted'iní, Equation 2 to solve for the nurnbe¡represented by c. The chain describing this process is, again, 1ó2c3ø1. Thisprocess may be represented in functional form as in Fijurã z.¿. mot" that, forboth iteration and elimination, given the same output Jet (ra, 2c,Ja),the samechain, rb2c\a|, representing the same sequence of substiiutions, is obtained.
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G,o( )=

G*r(nun be I

Figure 2.3' The process of iteration

b'

l
b'

number

nun ber

G,,(

C.

J
C.

. 
*t)

.>+ I

E,o( )=o number

symboI

G*( b ) -- C-JG,J a)) = 6,o,"(ú) =

sym boL

G,^(t)=G,^(G,oJa)) =G ,o¿. s,.(O) = A

Figure 2.4 The process of elimination

fteration is performed by the substitution of numbers; elimination is performed
by the substitution of symbolic expressions.

The chain !b2c3aL, obtained above, may be diagrammed as in Figure 2.5.
Note that the chain closes back upon itself; that is, the equations repiesented
by the fi¡st and last elements of the chain are the same. Such a chain is called
a loop. The presence of a loop implies that no equation appearing in the loop
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Figure 2.5_ The chain 1ô2c3cl

may be solved independently of the Unknowninformation must be carried around. t
can be solved. For iteration, the unkn ;iJ*:::la number. For erimination, the urknown information is carried. symboricalry.

Steward (1e65)

rn steward (1965) the concept of tearing is introduced. Kron has deveroped.

bur on the orhe¡ hand nor so much "t:lå'"i:: å:îiïTrî "ïïitJ*':iîit""ithe task of putting their sorutions back together becomes too difficult. Themethods developed here require only that we consid.er what y¿riables occr¡¡ ineach equation, but not how they appear. Thus, the techniques are not rimited.to linear systems.

consider whether we can tear elements
. While tearing we consider only a
the removing of elements from the

to leave smaller blocks. The choice of
small the remaining blocks are, and

equations themselves. 
ow the variables occur in the actual

,.u. 
t"*"td's technique can be illustrated by means of the example in Figure

- -F?t 
tearing, we actually t¡ace the loops which appear in a block. A methodfor doing this tracing is as follows. We begin with an arbitrary row and traceall possible paths along pred.ecessorr ,*tii" *;ìr-;";";;;d. .when 

a row isrepeated a loop has been found. For example, we b"gin with row 1 and trace
decessor, until we repeat a row. Thus

we label ,4.. Now r¡¡e go back to the
xt predecesso¡ the b¡anch 5,g,2,g.

does nor have another pred.ecessor, so we so J.i"l"îrï::riïiiî,t"rî: ffir:
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Figure 2.6 The sttuctural mat¡ü of Examplc 2.1.

A

tB

D

Figure 2.7 A tree describing the loops of Example 2.1

we have thus exhausted all predecessors of all rows, ,n¡e are through. If a loop
is repeated, it is not assigned a new label. rn this \May u¡e develo! the loops-:
(,4,:1,5), (B:3,2), (C:5,8,4), (D:L,6,2,8,4,b). See f igure Z.Z.

Now let us consider an undirected graph in which the nodes represent
these loops. Two nodes are connected if the loops they represent hlve an
equation in common. The loops we just forurd would be represented by the
nodes in the graph in Figure 2.8.

All equations in a loop must be in the same block. Thus, if an equation
occurs in trvo loops, then all of the equations in either loop must be in the
same block. If the graph is cormected, then all of the equations in the loops

t2



r

A1 ,5

5

83,2
Figure 2.8 A graph whe¡e the nodes correspond to thc loops of Example 2.1

lep¡esented by nodes in the graph must be in the same block. To obtain smaller
blocks r\re must break loops such that rernoving the nodes corresponding to the
broken loops reduces the number of equations associated. with each cormected.
component. ,

If we remoye, i.e., tear, any element which is not an output, we break all
the loops that go through that element.

Given a particular output set we cannot test the elements in the out-
put set itself for tearing because removing such an element requires making
adjustment to the rest of the output set.

Let r:s consider (see Figure 2.9) ; matrix in whictr the rows correspond, to
the loops, and the columns correspond to the equations. The symbol x is used.
to indicate which equations appear in each loop. (Figure 2.9 is a structural
matrix mapping the set of equations onto the set of loops.)

Figure 2.9 A structural mat¡ix for the loops of Example 2.1

If two loops have an equation in comrnon, then there exists a block which
contains all the equations appearing in either loop. If we remove element 1f
f¡om the structu¡al matrix, loop D will be broken. This leaves loops .4, B
and C. Together these loops imply a block containing Equations 1 - 5. Thus
tearing 1/ decreases the size of the largest block only f¡om 6 to 5 equations.
Now instead of placing an x in column I of row ¿ to indicate that Equation
¡ appears in loop i, we insert the nurnber of the equation following j in the
loop. This gives us information about the correspondence between elements
in this matrix and elements in the structu¡al mat¡ix. The structural matrix
in Figure 2.9 would be modified as in Figure 2.10.

1 ,6 ,2,3, /*,5 D l.3t

L23456
Axx
Bxx
Cxxx
Dxxxxxx
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L23456
A 5 1

B 32
c 453
D6345L2

Figure 2.10 A moöffcd etructurar natrix for the roope of Example 2.1

Now we check the coluruu of the matrix in Figure 2.10. we look for
the column with the highest number of appearances of the same mrmber. The
mrmber of this column is the number of the equation we are going to tear. The
variable is the output variable of the equation whose number appears in that
equation. ft is necessary that the loops which are not broken do not contain
all equations in the block together. In that case no further d.ecomposition is
made possible by the tearing. we then have to look for another element to
tear. Fo¡ example, the 3 occurring twice in column 2 of the incidence matrix
implies thaü tearing the element of the structu¡al mat¡ix in equation 2 variable
c (the output variable of equation B) would break loops B and D. This would
leave loops á and c. since roops á anð, c each have an entry in column b,
then there is a block containing all the equations occurring in both loop, I
and C, i.e., 4 equations.

The two 4's in column B or the two b's in colu¡nn 4 imply that tearing
eithe¡ 3d, or 4e would break loops c and D. This leaves loops ,4, and -8. sinceá and B do not have an equation in comrnon, they represent independent
blocks. Thus, tearing Bdor 4e would leave two blocks of two equations each.

Steward (1962)

The tearing method in steward (1965) requires that we enumerate each of
the loops in the block to be torn. For large or highly-coupled blocks, iustenumerating the loops can be a prohibitive process. Therefore, the foláwing
more effi.cient procedure $¡as developed by Steward (1962).

Given a block to be torn, let us trace out as long . ioop as ïve can find.
w'e will call this the Long Loop. If we wish to make-a tearing such that the
largest block remaining in the partition contains fewer equations than there
are in this Long Loop, then at least this Long Loop **i b" torn. A shunt
of a path or a 

" 
poth (i.e., not containing a loop)

between two e th and in the same directioo, .oãúthat no equati mmon to the original path exceit thefi¡st and last equations. If there is a path which shunt-s arou¡d. the tear we
make in the Long Loop, then there wilr still be a roop remaining whose rength
is_given by the length of the original Long Loop, minus the length of that pãrt
of lhe Long Loop which is shunted, plus the length of the shunt. The analysis
will thus center arou¡d Long Loops and shunts]

For example, consider the struct'ral matrix in Figure 2.11. Here we have
a Long Loop 1 --+ 2 -¡ 3 --+ 4 --+ 5 -r T --+ L of length 6, and a shunt B -_+ 6 __r Z
of length 2. The shunted portion of the Long ioop (i.e., B _+ 6 _+ Z) is of
length 3. Thus, if we were to tear eithe¡ +cl sa, år'ze, we would. tear the
1o"g Loop, leaving the loop 1-+ 2 + B ---+ 6 --- T -+ 1of lengthS due to
the shunt. Let us have a look at the example in Figure 2.L2. Let the x-es on
the diagonals be the outputs. In the method of steward. (1965) we would be
required to enumerate all the loops in trre block - see Figùe 2.18.

t4
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x

Figure 2.11 The etructural matrix of Example 2.2

Figure 2.12 The structu¡al matrix of Example 2.3

Let us briefly review the old method: rn Figure 2.13 we read the first loop
(row) as follows: Column 1 contains a 4, so 1 goes to 4. Column4 contains a 3,
so4 goes to3, etc. Thus thefirst loop is 1--r 4-+ B + 6 -rb -r 1. As inthe
method of Steward (1965), a specific number in a specific column corresponds
to a specific x in the structural matrix of Figure 2.12. For example, the 5
in column 6 corresponds to the x in Figure 2.L2 representing the input to
Equation 5 from Equation 6; i.e., element 5/. If we tear that element, we
break all the loops in which the 5 occurs in column 6 in Figure 2.13. Thus, we
break loops.á, BrC, D, F, G. This leaves only loop.E. Loop.Ð corresponds
to the block involving Equations 3 and 4 in Figure 2.14, which remains after

0bcdef

a!t

a
t
x

X

1

2

3

l.

5

6

1

(tbcdef
1rx
2xx
3 xx
4"x x x x
5xx
6xxxx
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1

1
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&b
Figure 2.13 The loops of Example 2.8

Figure 2.14 The partitioned structural mat¡ix of Example 2.3, after element 5f
has been torn

the element 5/ is torn. But, the point of Steward. (1962) is to avoid or soften
the combinatorial problem of spelliñg out all such loops by instead working
with the Long Loop and its shunts. Spelling out all the loops can become a
serious combinato¡ial problem as the size of the system becomes larger.

Let us consider his new approach. Let the Long Loop be .4.. The Long
Loop and its shunts can be illustrated as in Figure 2.15. Horvever, it is moré
convenient to represent this as the shunt diagram in Figrue 2.16. The Long
Loop appears at the top in the orde¡ in which the equations occur in that

eadcb f
5xx
l xx
4xxxx
3 xx
2xx
6xxxx
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1

5

3

6

Figure 2.15 The f,ong Loop and ite shunts of Example 2.3

ong Loop

B-2{

Figure 2.16 The shunt diagram of Example 2.3

loop. Each sh*nt is represented by a line below. The -B's and .Ð,s occur inthe columns representing the equations in the r,orrg r,ão¡ where the shunt
begins (B) and ends {-E). Betweãn the B and -E is either i durh, or mrmbers
representing intermediate equations occu¡ring in the shunt but not in the Long
!oon: For examplê,,,a', is the shu¡rt path 4 -, Z -r 6, which shunts the patñ
4 -+ 3 + 6 in the Long Loop; "c" is the shu¡rt 5 + 4 which shunts the iath5 -+ 1 --r 4 in the Long Loop.

Fig're 2.13 shows how the shunts in Figure 2.16 correspond to loops in
Figure 2.13. Note that loops .t'and G in Figure2.LS correspond to combina-

lndex

a

b

c

d

0

1

1

3
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tions of shunts in Figure 2.16. rn larger systems, a small number of shunts can
be responsible fo¡ a large mrrrber of such loops. For example, n shunts could
correspond to as many as 2'loops. spelling out shunts .uth.. than loops can
result in significant savings as the blocks get large.

Next to the shunts in Figure 2.16 we have wiitten the index of the shunt.
For shunt "a", the-shunted path is of length 2 and. the length of the sh'nt is 2;
thus the index is 0. The length of the loop resulting from tiacing the shlnt aná
the *nshunted path of the Long Loop is the t"ngth of the Long Loop minus
the index. The higher the index, the shorte¡ the loop which would remain if
the sh*nted path in the Long Loop is torn but not the sh'nt. Thus, we ord.er
the shunts in the shunt diagram by this index.

If we were to consider tearing the link 6 + 5 (i.e., the element 5/ in thestru line between the 6 and 5 in the shunt diagram.The ects is ',d,'. This tear would leave only the-loop"d", on, u¡e tear the link f¡om B to 4 - namely 4c -
breaking the shu¡rt "d", then no simurtaneous set of equations is left.

For example, we note that a[ the sh'nts of the connection 4 + Jhave a B
in column 4. Therefore, if we were to tear the variable d, which is the output
of equation 4, then all the shunts would be simulta¡reously broken. This would.
then give the following system (Figure 2.L7).

3

2

6

5

1

4

cb f ead
XX

XX
xxxx

xx
x4
xxxx

Figure 2.17 The structu¡al matrix of Example 2.4. The variable d is torn in the
Equations 2, 3 and 6

we will only outline here the procedu¡es for tracing Long Loops and
shunts. The intricate details are rather obvious to derive, but rather tedious
to describe.

Ä Long Loop is developed much as loops were traced in the partitioning
algorithm in steward (196b). Briefl¡ all rows with no off-diagonal elementã
and their corresponding column, ."ã'""-ooed from the matrix. Then begin-
ning with an arbitrary row, a path is traced *ntil some equation is repeaied.
That portion of the path from the repeated equation backio itself constitutes
a loop. unlike the method used in steward iroos), we try to defer returning to
an equation already encountered as long as possitle so as to generate . long""
loop' such a Long Loop is not 

'nique, nor necessary as long as the rongãst
possible. But the longer the Long Loop, the easie¡ the rest ofth" analysiJ.

we then trace shunts as follows: Beginning in tr:rn with each eqrration in
the Long Loop we trace paths until they retu¡n to some other equation in the
Long Loop. This then is a shunt. The index of the shu¡rt is the length of the
shunted path in the Long Loop minrrs the length of the shunt. If this index
for some shunt is negative, then we replace thã shunted portion of the Long
Loop with the shunt, to obtain a longer Long Loop.

We indicated above that a partition is independent of the choice of output
assignment. But in tearing, the method of Long Loops and. shr:¡rts above allows
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Figure 21E The Long Loop and shunt of Example 2.5

us to consider as possible teai elements only those'elements not occurring
as outputs in the assr:med output assignment. Thus, we must still consider
how we may look at the output elements of this assignment as possible tear
elements. This problem has a very simple answer for the case of the output
elements in the Long Loop. We first explain the rules and then show its
justification.

A shunt shunts an output variable of an equation in the Long Loop if it
has a B o¡ a blank below that equation in the shunt diagram. Thus, instead
of looking at the interval between equations in the Long Loop we look directly
below the equation, and instead of looking for a line to indicate a shurrt, we
now look for a blank or B to indicate a shunt. For example, if we consider
tearing the output of Equation 3, from Figure 2.16, we see it would be shunted
by shunts c ar^d d.

To see why this is, consider the Long Loop and shunt of Figure 2.18. We
move the output assignment around the Long Loop, as in Figure 2.19. Then
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Figure 2.19 The Long Loop and shunt of Example 2.5 after thc outpuü aseign- -

menù has been moved around the Long Loop

note the following: Now the former output elements in the Long Loop are no

longer output elements. The Long Loop has changed direction, but the shr¡nt

haJnot. It now shunts the side of the Long Loop opposite to the side it had'

shr¡nted. The beginning of the shunt has moved one position around' the Long

Loop. It can be readiþ seen that the indices of the shunts are changed as

follolws: If I is the original forward index, ó is the new backward ind'ex, t the

length of tire Long Loãp, and. n the number of equations in the shunt not in

the Long T,oop, then
b-I-f-2n-L

Thus we see that as the forward index increases-the backward index tends to

decrease. so when rile are looking for shunts of the output elements we start

at the bottom of the shunt diagram to find the most important shu¡rts.

There is, however, in principle, another complication to be add'ed to the

above story. Althougú this difñculty deserves more exploration, we can still
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Figure 2.20 The Long Loop and shunts of Example 2'6

make satisfactoly use of the above method.s. consider the Long Loop anil its

shunts in Figure 2.20. suppose we tear'the Long Loop between ø and' ó. This

tear has twJ sh*nts, a tå'd, an¿ e to ô. These sh'nts by themselves are of

indices 5 an¿ 3 resiectively. Therefore, we would. supPose that tearing the

Long Loop between a and. b woulil leave a loop which is 3 shorter than the

f,oo! mop. But not so. We would still have the loop corresponding to the

p.thl, *fri.f. we obtain by following the curved. arrows, which in this case is

ì, loog as the original Long Loop. 
- 

e call such a loop a necktie of the Long

Loop."A necktie ari.., b".roru oÌ u particular way shunts can be combined'

If we proceed. to find. a Long Loop and shunts as we did in Figure 2.11 and'

,Iake a tear, we may find. ihut b"".ose of a necktie, the size of the remaining

system d.id. not d.ropas much as the shunt diagram would indicate. In this case

we just consider the blocks which remain after this tear, generate another Long

Loåp an¿ sh'nt d.iagram an¿ look for f'¡ther eiements to be torn just as we

d.id. above. This proädure will eventually reveal the lo_ops. due to the neckties'

ihor, by a stepwise proced,ure we are ,ti11 ,ut" to obtain quite satisfactory

tears;

2.2 The P6-method

The purpose of the P5-method' is to
matrix in order to obtain a special fo

by Hellerman and Rarick (1971)' It is
Ii"r" *" consid.er a variant of the P3-a

and Poole (1985), because it is a simplif

It is called. P5 (precautionary partitioned preassigned pivot proced'ure)' Ii
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Figure 2.21 Bordcred block triangular form

produces a bordered block tria¡gular form, see Figure 2.2L. Íf is assumed that
the algorithm is applied on each d.iagonal block of the block triangular form.
Each such block is irreducible (canrrot bê permuted to block triangular form),
so it su-ffces to li¡nit the description to the case where the original matrix is

i¡reducible. Alt the d-iagonal blocks of the block triangular submatrix are full
and. the algorith"' tries to make the bord.er thin.

.A.t a typical intermediate stage the permuted matrix has the form illus-
t¡ated in Figure 2.22.

-P? çq)

Figure 2.22 'ihe 
permutcd matrix aü a typical intermediatc stage of the Pó-

algorithm

The leadin g pxp submatrix is block lower triangular with full diagonal
blocks. The diagonal entries are assigned pivots. The q côlumns in the border
are are called spike columns by Hellerman and Rarick. Eàc.h has a leading full
block in rows corresponding to a block of the block tiiangr:lar submatrix. Each
of these spike coJurnns extends at least as far up the matrix as its predecessor.

The submatrix of rows 1 to p and columns pi1- to n-q is zero. We call the
submat¡ix of rows p*l to n and columns pf1 to n-q the active submatrix
since it is within this submatrix that fu¡ther permutations take place. We

d[qil._.

%
AcLiv e

s,^Ln¿'.[, ix
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courrnence with p : q : 0 and the whole 'nat¡ix active and end with pag :
n and no columns left in the active subrnatrix.

In the fi¡sf rnajor step of the algorithrn, m columns are chosen, whe¡e rn
is the rninirnurn number of entries in a row. some or all of them make up the
lead.ing block column and the ¡est rnake up the end of the border. Ä. column
with most entries in rows with count m (we defer the resolution of ties for the
present) is chosen first. Äfter removing this coh¡mn f¡om the active submatrix,
we will have the greatest possible mrmber of rows with the minimum row count
of m-L. Next a column with most entries in rows with count of m-l is chosen.
The process continues similarly until m columns have been chosen. If the last
colunn chosen has ¡ singletons (rows with one entry), the rows containing
these singletons are permuted to the front and. assigned as pivotal rows. The
last s columns selected. (s ( rn, since the matrix is ir¡educible) are permuted
to the front and. assigned as pivotal columns. The remainingrn-s columns are
permuted to the back and. become the end of the border.

Figure 2.23 The structural mat¡ix of Example 2.?

In the simple example shown in Figure 2.23, t}re minimum row count rn
is 3 and column ø, being a column with most entries in rows having 3 entries,
is chosen first. We revise the row counts to exclude this column and find that
column d has most entries (2) in rows with the new minimum row count of 2,
so this is chosen next. Now column / has singletons in rows 2 and 4. Therefore
we permute rows 2 and 4 and columns / and d forward to the pivotal block,
and. permute column ø to the back to become a border spike. The resulting
matrix is shown in Figure 2.24.

Figure 2.24 The st¡uctural matrix of Example 2.7 aflet the first major stage of
the P5-algorithm

The active submatrix is now rows 1, 3, 5 and 6 and columns ó, c and e of
the permuted matrix.

.A,fter the first major step, the matrix will always have the form illustrated
in Figure 2.25. There is a leading block of order s, there ate rn-s spikes and
the end of the matrix and the fust s roÌ\,s are otherwise zero. Since every row
in the original matrix had at least rn entries, the sxs pivotal block and the
fi¡st s rows of the border are full.

1

2

3

4

5

6

o,b
xx
x
xx
x

cde f
xx

x
x
x

x

xxxx
xxxx

x

x
x

Ídebca,
4xxx
2xxx
lxxxx
Sxxxx
Sxxxxx
6xxxx
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Figure 2.25 The general form after selecüion of the fi¡st set of spikes

fdceba
4xxx
2xxx
Sxxxx

Sxxxxx
6xxxx

lxxxx

Figure 2.26
bcen applied

The structural mat¡ix of Example 2-7 zflex thc P5-algorithm ha¡

The algorithm now treats the active submatrix in exactly the same way,

continuing until it produces the forrn illustrated. in Figure 2.22. Tlrre final result

of Exampie 2.7 is shown in Figure 2.26. The active submatrix is rectangular,

so it is fossible that all the coh¡¡nns selected are assigned as pivotal' The

simplest case is when rn=L, in which case a row singleton is moYed to the

leading position and assigned. immediately as a pivot.

In describing the algorithm, we pulposely omitted to say which column

is chosen if several have the same number of entries in rows with minimum

row count. In this case, Hellerman and Rarick aim to reduce the nr¡mber

of spikes in later stages by choosing the candidate that has greatest column

"oot 
t unless they have a single entry in a row of minimum count. In the latter

case, accoltnt is fi¡st taken of the mrrnber of entries in rows of second' least row

count, then a remaining colurnn with greatest count is taken'

This completes the d.escription of the algorith.m. Duff et aI (1986) h*
summarized. the algorithm in pseudo-algol. We give it below for ease of ref-

erence. It is convenient to describe each column as being permuted' to the

end. of the active submatrix as it is chosen. If it has s singletons then it and'

an appropriate number of its successors are moved forward' into the pivotal

block. Count the mrmber of entries in the rows and. columns; Initialize the

active submatrix to be the whole nxn matrix;
forj:-lstepluntilndo
begin
fi¡d the minimu¡n row count rn;

At (,Ye

sttbnøtrtY
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find the set ? of columns maximun n'mber ¡ of entries in rows with count
of m;
if there is more than one colum:r in T and s = 1 then find the second.
least row co'nt ræ'of rows with entries in columns of ? and. reduce ?
to those columns
choose a colum¡ 

ries in rows with corrnt mt;

exchange col'¡nn of th"t#Ï; submatrix;
remove column c from the active submatrix and. revise the row co*nts to
correspond;
if m = 1 then assignpivots
end;
proced.ure assignpivots
begin
permute the rows so that the ¿ rows that have just had count 1 are the
leading rows of the active subrrratrix;
for i :: 1 step 1 until min(s,rn) d.o move the first colu:nn in the border
ahead of the active submatrix;-
i = min(s,rn);
remove the i leading rows f¡om the active submatrix;
end;
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3. IJse of tearing to solve DAEs

There are several ways in which the algorithms in Chapter 2 can be used. in
the solution of DAE-systerns. The task when using a num.erical DAE-solver is
as described in Chapter 1 to supply a routine to calculate the resid.ual vector

A - g(ú, ù,x,u,p,c)

lVe will assume that the rr¿riables appearing differentiatecl (the x-vector) must
be handled by the numerical DAE-solver. Here we will only consider the
possibilities to eliminate components of the vector u f¡om being passed as
unknowns to the numerical DAE-solver.

The cost of firrd.ing tearing elements increases rapidly with the size of
the problem. This can be avoided by first making a BlT-partition and then
applying the tearing procedures on each diagonal block. When making the
BlT-partition, we will assume that ó and o are u¡known whjle æ is consiãered
to be known. A DAE-system with index,greater than one (see e.g. Mattsson,
1988) will turn out to be singular in this assignment p"o".à*". We will here
neglect this possibilitg since the numerical DAE-solvers have difficulties in
solving such problems.

A candidate for tearing must be a variable which appears linearly in at
least one equation. We will now discuss some different situations which might
occur when making an output set assignment in which the output variable
of each equation appears linearly in that equation. Consider the structural
matrix in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 The etructural matrix of Examplc S.l

Here all three variables a,ó and c appear linearly in at least one equation
and each equation contains at least one variable which appears linearly. 'We

can solve variable o from Equation 1, variable ó from Equátioo 2 and.variable
c from Equation 3. This is the straightforward. case. Comp.r" this with the
case in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 The structu¡al mat¡ix of Example 3.2

Here only the two variables ø and ô appear linearly in at least one equation
but each equation contains at least one variable which appears linearly. We
can solve variable ø from Equation 1 and variable ó from Equation 2. Since we
cannot solve variable c from Equation 3 we have to remove yariable c (assume

abc
11 x
2x1
3 xL

abc
11 x
2x1
3 1x
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(tbc
11 1

2x1
3 xx

Figure 3.3 The etructural matrix of Example 3.3

that it is known in Equation 1) and, Equation 3 to be taken care of later by
the DAE-solver. We also consid.er the case in Fig. 3.3. Here all three variables

ø, ó and c appear linearly in at least one equation but only the two Equations
1 and 2 contain at least one variable which appears linearly. We can solve

variable ¿ from Equation 1 and yariable ó f¡orn Equation 2. Since we cannot
solve variable c from Equation 3 we have to remove variable c (assume that
it is known in Equation 1) and Equation 3 to be taken care of later by the
DAE-solver.

The method.s for eliminating components of the vector u I have tried are:

1. Start with the original system. Then BlT-partition and use the al-
gorithm of Steward (1965) to tear each subsystem. This makes a further
BlT-partition possible. The new subsystems obtained. are treated. in the same

way. This procedure is repeated until no subsystem is of greater ord.er than
two.

2. The same method. as in 1 with the exception that no BlT-partition is

made before the first tearing.
3. BlT-partitioning followed by Pt applied to each diagonal block.
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4. Exarnples

This chapter consists of three examples to illustrate the three method.s outlined.
in the end of Chapter 3. The structural matrix is the same in all three cases,
see Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 The gtructural matrix

BlT-partition and Steward (1965)

We will here consider the method of making a BlT-partition followed by ap-
plication of the algorithm of Steward (1965) to tear each subsystem. This
makes a firrther BlT-partition of each subsystem possible. The new subsys-
tems obtained are treated in the same way. This procedure is repeated until
no subsystem is of greater order than two.

First the system is BlT-partitioned.

'We now have two systems which can be solved separately. The fi¡st block
consists of Equations 7 and. 8 and is already of order two and nothing more
will be done about it. úr the second block, the variable ø occurs nonlinearly in
all equations. Thus it is removed to be taken care of later by the DAE-solver.
Consider the modified version of the second block where ar grh are assumed

a,bcdef gh

7 L x
8 lx

1x 111x
2 L 1 lx
3 111 lx
4 11 lx
5x 1 1 lx
6 1 l1x

81x
1lxx 11
51xx 1 1

31x 111
2I x 11

gh'øbcdef
7Lx

4L x 11
61x 1 1
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to be known.
de f

11
1

edb

+
1

1

bcdel c
1 111
211 1

3111 1

4 11 1

b c

1

5

3

2

4

6

2

b

4

3

1

1

111
11

11

since a variable has been removed, an equation also has to be removed. Before
BlT-nartiiioning the second block an output set is assigned. The output
variable of an equation is the variable for which the equaiion is solved.. Here
the output variable of each equation should appear tin-early in that equation.the algorithm for BlT-partitioning assigns variable / to Equation 1, variable
c to Equation 2, nariable ô to Equation B, variable d tá oquaiion 4 and variable
e to Equation 5. Equation 6 is redr:ndant and is thus removed..

-A'ccording to the algorithm of steward (1965), we can tear variable ó in
Equation 2. The tear is marked by +.

1 1

î

1

c

1

1

1

111
1

In summary we start with a system of order g. If we want to solve the
system in this form we have to pass variables ø-I¿ as u¡knowns with Equations
1-8 to the numerical solver, i.e. g variables and g equations. rf we tear as
above, we need only to send the variables a,b and,¿ a,,¿ Equations 3,6 and Z
to the numerical solver, i.e. B variables and 3 equations. The other variables
can be solved in the following sequence: variable g car- be calculated. from
Equation 8, variable c from Equation 2, variable 

" iro- Equation 5, variable
d from Equation 4 and. variable / from Equation 1.

Steward (1965)

The same method as in the previous example is used. with the exception thât
no BlT-partition is made before the first tearing.

The v¿riables ¿ and l¿ occur nonlinearly in all equations. Thus they are
removed to be taken care of later by the D,{E-solver. consid.er the modified
version of the system where ø and l¿ are assumed to be known.

5111
61 11
7L
81
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Since two va¡iables have been removed, two equations also have to be removed.
Before BlT-partitioning an output set is assigned.. Here the output variable
of each equation should appear linearly in that equation. The algorithm for
BlT-partitioning assigns variable e to Equation 1, v¿riable ó to Equation 2,
variable c to Equation 3, variable d to Equation 4, variable g to Equation 5

and. v¿riable / to Equation 6. Equations 7 and 8 are redu¡rdant and. are thus
removed.

According to the algorithm of Steward (1965), we can tear variable / in
Equation 1. Then we can remove variable / and Equation 6 to be taken care
of later by the DAE-solver. BlT-partitioning of the remaining 5 equations
gives 1 block. In this block we can tear variable c in Equation 5. The tear is
marked by +.

In summar¡ we start with a system of order 8. If we tear as above, we
need only to send the variables a, f and. l¿ and. Equations 6, 7 and 8 to the
numerical solver, i.e. 3 variables and. 3 equations. The other variables can
be solved in the following sequence: Variables e and g caî be solved. from
Equations 7 and 8, variable d from Equation 4 and variables ó and. c from
Equations 2 and 3.

It should. be remarked that it would probably be better not to remove
both Equations 7 and 8, since if /¿ is known, g ca;r easily be calculated frorn
either of these two equations.

The Ps-rnethod

We will here consider the method of making a BlT-partition followed. by the
application of the Pã-method to tear each subsystem.

First the system is BlT-partitioned..

2L 1 1

3111 1

4 | 1 1

bcdef I
1 111

5111
61 11

e g db c

111
511 +
4111
2r11
3 1111

1

gho,
7 L x
81x
11xx
51xx
31x
2Lx
4Lx
61x

b c'd e f

1

11

111
11

1

11
11
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'W'e now have two systems which can be solved separately. The first system
in the figure above is alread.y of order two and. nothing more will be d.one about
it. We apply P5 to the second. system and obtain the result below. The tears
are marked by +.

In sumrnar¡ we st'art with a system of order 8. If we tear as above, we
need only to send the valiables a, e, / and l¿ and Equations 1, 3, 5 and 7 to the
numerical solver, i.e. 4 variables and 4 equations. The other variables can be
solved in the following sequence: Variable g can be calculated. from Equation
8, variable d from Equation 4, variable ó from Equation 6 and variable c from
Equation 2.

db c ø f e

41 +
6 1 ++
2 L 1

5 lx +
3111
1 xll
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5. Conclusions

This thesis deals with tearing, i.e. how to take advantage of the sparsity of
a DAE in order to d.ecompose it into smaller problems lt i"t can be easily
solved. I have found two_algorithms with reasonable calculation time, Stew-
ard's algorithm and the P5-algorithm and described how they can be employed
in the solution of DAEs. The approach is heuristic, so which algorithm is ihe
most efficient depends on the problem. One could for instance use both algo-
ritbms on various problems and compare the solution times. The p5-algoritñm
can only be applied to a block which carurot be permuted to block triangular
form. Therefore we have to BlT-partition before applying the p6-algoriit m.
Stewa¡d's algorithm is used in a recursive ïyay where tearing makes . f*th""
partition possible and the algorithm then is applied on each subsystem lntil
no subsystem is of greater order than two. rt is not necessary, but it will
probably save time to partition before the algorithrn is used. fo¡ the first time,
since then the algorithm hasn't to be applied to the large original system.
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